FAQ regarding online Mid-term Examination, June 2020
(Scheduled from 8 June to 12 June 2020)

 How will I start my exam? Do I need to login?
Answer: A link will be shared with the students by email.
 What is the bandwidth / speed of internet is need to appear exam online?
Answer: Min. 512KBPS internet speed/ bandwidth is required.
 Are we allowed to use calculator?
Answer: Use of an external calculator is not allowed. However there is an inbuilt feature provided for scientific calculator is provided in question paper
window. You may use the same as per the need.
 Are we allowed to do rough work?
Answer: Rough work on paper is allowed particularly if there are numerical
problems but you need to keep yourself in front of webcam while doing so.
Faculty proctor may ask you to focus webcam on the worksheet, if some doubt
arises. In this regard please keep worksheet ready with you.
 What will happen, if internet connectivity is lost or there is power cut or unusual
system failure, in between the exam session?
Answer: A time frame of 20 minutes is there for the candidates within which
he/she can reconnect using the provided link and resume the test from the point
where he/she has left it off. Please note no extra time is allowed for power cut /
loss of connectivity / system failure. But at the end of exam if you could not
complete the paper for such reasons, which is also duly recorded in the exam
server, you may request CoE for retest.

 Am I allowed to go out during exam?
Answer: No, you cannot leave until you finish the exam. It will be treated under
exam rules to be notified by CoE.
 Can I change my answer/options marked once or going backward and forward is
possible?
Answer: Yes, you can review and change the answer once submitted provided
session is not submitted finally or the session is not over.
 I forget to save / submit my answers is it auto-saved/submitted?
Answer: Yes, it is auto saved and submitted once session is over.
 If webcam/audio is not working? then am i eligible to write test?
Answer: Can't write the exam.

